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JOB SEARCH 

JOB SEARCH: (Task 1) E012Q01 

This is a page from a job search website. Which job in this list is most suitable for school 
students?  
Click on the button next to the job.  

SCORING  

QUESTION INTENT: 

Reflect and evaluate: Reflect on and evaluate content of text 

Use criteria in a set of short descriptions and prior knowledge to select a job suitable for a 
student  

Full Credit 

B. Juice Bar Team Members. 

No Credit 

Other responses. 
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JOB SEARCH: (Task 2) E012Q03 

You have decided to apply for the Juice Bar job. Click on the link and read the requirements for 
this job. Click on “Apply Now” at the bottom of the Juice Bar job details to open your résumé 
page. Complete the “Relevant Skills and Experience” section of the “My Résumé” page by 
choosing four experiences from the drop down lists that match the requirements of the Juice Bar 
job. 

SCORING  

QUESTION INTENT: 

Integrate and interpret: Develop an interpretation 

Analyse a list of options using predefined criteria 

Scoring Comment: Initially each part is coded separately. Final scoring combines codes as 
shown below. 

Full Credit 

Selects the following four experiences (in any order): 
 Efficient at cleaning dishes: working at Corner Restaurant 
 Good at following instructions: followed kitchen safety regulations daily 
 Knowledge of food handling and preparation experience: work at Corner Restaurant 
 Work well with team: won the 2007 sports team player award 

Partial Credit 

Selects any three of the following four experiences (in any order): 
 Efficient at cleaning dishes: working at Corner Restaurant 
 Good at following instructions: followed kitchen safety regulations daily 
 Knowledge of food handling and preparation experience: work at Corner Restaurant 
 Work well with team: won the 2007 sports team player award 

No Credit 

Other responses. 
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JOB SEARCH: (Task 3) E012Q05 – 0 1 9  

“Note: Successful applicants can work a maximum of two shifts per week.” 

Why do you think the employer has made this rule? 

SCORING  

QUESTION INTENT: 

Reflect and evaluate: Reflect on and evaluate content of text 

Hypothesise about the reason for including a condition in a job advertisement using prior 
knowledge and information from the text 

Full Credit 

Refers (explicitly or implicitly) to a benefit or protection for the employer OR employee. Must be 
consistent with the stipulation of not working more than two shifts and with working a 
fixed two shifts. May refer to the flexibility, reliability or effectiveness of the (pool of) 
employees or to the employer’s concerns about employee welfare. 

No Credit 

Refers to two shifts as a minimum rather than a maximum requirement.  

Gives insufficient or vague answer. 
 


